DEPICTING THE PICTURE-PRELUDES
by Michael Brough

A few words of introduction. A reluctant choirboy in Halifax before becoming
organist there at St Paul’s, King Cross, in 1973, I was educated at Heath Grammar
School and Leeds University, where I was the chaplaincy organist from 1980 to 1982
and for fifteen years was a piano pupil of the remarkable Sydney Pickles. I qualified
as a solicitor in 1988 and still advise on property and private client law. One of the
organists at Holy Trinity, Sloane Street, continuously since 1986, I also act as the
organ curator there, jointly specifying the rebuild, by Harrison & Harrison, of the
1891/1934/1967 J. W. Walker instrument in 2011–12 – the organ played, in their
day, by Edwin Lemare, Sir Walter Alcock and John Ireland. As a composer, I have
above all written songs, many written for my former partner Patricia Hammond and
listed on Emily Ezust’s informative website at www.lieder.net. There is also chamber
music, including a half-hour bass-clarinet sonata; sacred and choral music; and a
few pieces for organ, among them a lively Peer Gynt paraphrase, written for David
Goode’s opening recital at Sloane Street in 2013.
Chopin wrote his preludes in all the major and minor keys in the mid-1830s. Roughly
sixty composers have since done so, some adding fugues, some attempting multiple
sets: it’s a crowded field; I admire, for instance, those by York Bowen and Abram
Chasins. I noted the cycles by Shostakovich, Kabalevsky and Busoni, but preferred
a more lyrical and romantic side. I have set out to write music that, I hope, can be
remembered for a while after being heard.
These 25 pieces were written in a few months at the end of 2013 and at the start
of the following year. I worked enthusiastically at the project, sometimes finishing
a new piece each day. For a time, fifteen years ago, I concentrated very contentedly
on writing songs in German and used German terms for the directions in the eighty
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or so songs I completed at that time. These new piano pieces use almost solely English
terms (some of them quaintly wayward) and are grouped in pairs of relative keys,
although those groups are themselves in no particular order – with an additional Januslike ‘no key’ piece occupying the central space, looking behind and before. (A second,
shorter set of (seven) enharmonic-key pieces is in progress: one, in A flat minor and
very louche, has been completed; two or three more are in draft.)
There is a feeling of luxurious freedom and scope sitting down at the start of such
a series to choose a key for the piece to be written or started that evening. You say to
yourself: ‘Tonight I shall write a piece in G’, and the hands then start to play the piece.
That is how it happens. When you have the basic material (not too much of it, or the
piece will be indigestible), it is made to work hard on paper. Eventually, as each prelude
is completed, the choice of key narrows, so it is a good plan to have in mind some ideas
for the remaining ones in advance. That is what happened here, so that the long-gestated
final piece 25 ended up as a longer tone-poem, taking months more than any of the
others to write and refine. D flat is often regarded as the most richly romantic major key,
one to which composers have repeatedly turned when a purple-velvet mood is required;
I chose to end the set with this key, trying to evoke varied patterns of sea water, now
crashing on the shore, breaking into rivulets through runnels in the rock formations,
always towing back and advancing: calm turns to fury and back to lull. Bitonal and
dissonant chord sequences are used to create a feeling of horizontal distance.
At one point, I decided to insert another piece 13 at the mid-point, music which I
maintain settles on no home key at all and is figured in an etiolated, wayward style: it is
nothing like the others, partly as it was written as a tribute to Sara, a lively Swiss eightyear-old. The pieces are dedicated to a sequence of female recipients, some of whom
even listened to and ‘adopted’ their pieces; they were of course an inspiration for the
writing. Gabriel Fauré had been given to this conceit and it never did him any harm, the
old charmer. Looking at his dedications now, after a century has passed by, we feel his
affection appreciatively.
Having seen how successful the popular Dorset composer and pianist Sydney Smith
(1839–89) had been in turning out music that sounded far harder than it was to play, I
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started by thinking I could present, in each one, a small area of technique, and maybe
target learners. Some hope, although the D minor prelude 4 certainly sounds harder
than it is. Sadly, only a few preludes appeared before this virtue went rather into retreat,
and so some of them, by then called ‘picture-preludes’, became quite testing. Some of the
earlier pieces, including the tragic prelude in C minor 11 , were done at our old family
home in Halifax over the Christmas holiday in 2013, but most were scribbled down by
hand, at night, during February and March 2014 in the expansive, lofty darkness at the
London church – Holy Trinity, Sloane Street – where I have been one of the organists
for the last thirty years, conceived at a Bösendorfer 275, a concert model which has
a compass starting from the low F. This range is therefore used freely but optionally,
and the preludes can easily be accommodated on any standard-compass instrument,
for there is no moment (even in the left-hand piece, the sepulchral prelude in B flat
minor 24 ) when an extended compass is obligatory or structurally essential. Returning
home after a session with the manuscript paper, I would immediately transfer the work
to the computer, finishing at two or three in the morning.
Perhaps it might be helpful to mention that the term ‘picture-prelude’ is used like
Rachmaninov’s term ‘études-tableaux’ to suggest a scene or activity or a story; they
could equally have been called ‘tales’, in the manner of Medtner’s use of the Russian
word skazka. There is no intention in every case to disclose a specific scene or story; the
listener is left free to let his or her imagination conceive something appropriate.
Briefly, then, with the score markings, and the names of the dedicatees given in
brackets, they are:
1 B minor – 4 – ‘Sadly, but not too slowly’ – a short introductory piece using interchanged
2
thumbs as an exercise (Christian Grant)
2 D major – 4 – ‘Warmly romantic’ – tune in the left hand (Ania Weźranowska)
4
3 F major – 4 – ‘Chirpy’ – a little dancing piece with a flicked-off end (Heather Passmore)
4
4 D minor – 5 – ‘Dramatically’ – upwardly rushing scales with declamatory responses
4
(Jennifer Bate)
5 F minor – 4 – ‘Speedily’ – a difficult moto perpetuo, aba piece with a barcarolle-like
4
middle section (Alicia Correia)
4
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A flat major – 42 – ‘Bittersweet and lightly flicked’ – oddly, for a slightly Barber-like
American-style, chordal meditation, this piece is in the same vein as a song, ‘Von
deinem Leben’, I wrote about fifteen years ago, to words by ‘Emil Claar’ (the pen- and
stage-name of the opera intendant and writer Emil Rappaport) (Hong Yin)
7 G minor – 2 – ‘Wild and suddenly changeable’ – the hunt (Véronique Jacot4
Weźranowska)
8 B flat major – 4 – ‘Friendly and simple’ – theme and eight variations, including one in
4
13
8 time (Patricia Hammond)
9 G sharp minor – 4 – ‘Floating, chiming’ – the clock (my mother)
2
10 B major – 12 – ‘Excitedly swirling’ – a festival parade, a harlequinade (Olga Tylman)
16
3
11 C minor –
1 – ‘Keep moving along’– watching, waiting in despair, in a lonely
churchyard (Bojana Dimković)
12 E flat major – 3 – ‘Rocking’ – a richly lyrical cantilena, ending in tritonal skips (Carole
1
Watson)
13 Free – 15 – ‘Very spritely’ – an attempt at ‘étincelles’ or ‘feux d’artifice’ (Sara
16
Weźranowska)
14 F sharp major – 2 – ‘Warmly romantic (not too slow)’ – another version of a barcarolle,
2
the central section more troubled (Zita Syme)
2
15 E flat minor – – ‘Darkly triumphant (not too fast)’ – a chorale prelude founded on
2
‘Christ ist erstanden’ (Jennifer Passmore)
2
16 G major – – ‘Playful and optimistic’ – humorous, employing irregular scales and
2
bouncy rhythms (Eileen Creese)
3
17 E minor – – ‘Misty, elfin’ – a musical box playing a tiny waltz (Olivia Preston)
4
18 A major – 5 – ‘Playful and affectionate (not too fast)’– one of the hardest of the
8
sequence to play successfully; almost no pedal is used to depict a jerky puppet display or,
perhaps, a house mouse trying to go the wrong way out of a paper bag (Nicola Beckley)
19 F sharp minor – 4 – ‘Mesmeric and otherworldly’ – builds to an immense chordal
2
climax, dying away in arc-like arpeggios (Rebecca Bilek-Chee)
4
20 C major – – ‘Like a nursery tune’– just so (Soile Stratkauskas)
4
6
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A minor – 44 – ‘Stepping evenly’ – washy Wagnerian chord sequences; a central
climax dissolves in a wistful ending (Serena and Antonia Foyle)
22 E major – 4 – ‘Lyrically reflective’ – a love song (Caroline Lewis)
4
23 C sharp minor – 4 – ‘Sometimes roaring’ – this piece includes extravagant effects to
4
portray ramping monsters (Beatie Edney)
24 B flat minor – 6 – ‘Passionate, dark, and deliberate (not fast at all)’ – left hand only;
2
tramping Nibelung figuration contrasts with folksy repose (Magda Weźranowska)
25 D flat major – 1 2 – ‘Rollingly exultant, like a sea-swell’ – the unending ocean, with
4
rollers breaking – a song of the tides and of sunshine caressing the great waves (Caroline
Gartner).
The romantic style and traditional syntax of the music break very little new ground,
but there is an honourable history of taking a language of music with which you are
comfortable and moulding it to your own purpose. Every composer does so at least
some of the time. Being a ‘dedicated follower of fashion’, at least in a musical sense, is the
antithesis of originality, is it not? It is a conscious decision to do what others are already
doing. It is a better ploy to follow your own star where it leads you.
Structurally, they are mainly quite simple: most are in a recognisable aba (ternary)
form, sometimes with the repeat a section abbreviated; the group also includes a set of
little variations 8 and several single-section pieces, including 1 , 3 , 6 and 24 , as well
as the more extended final rhapsody 25 ; the E major piece 22 is a song-without-words;
a few, including those in D major 2 , C minor 11 , F sharp minor 19 and A minor 21 ,
simply build to a climax before retreating; one 9 employs hollow, bell-like ninth-chords
to imitate a large domestic clock telling its story as the evening wears on, before finally
striking midnight.
Generally, the technical difficulty is moderate, although the pieces in F minor
(interlocking semiquavers) 5 , G sharp minor (mesmeric) 9 , B major (left-hand scales)
10 and A major (weird) 18 are quite taxing in one way or another, and the lengthy final
piece 25 is fairly hard to bring off successfully. Some of the time-signatures are rather
eccentric, including one with three semibreves to a bar 11 . The ‘homeless’ prelude 13
15
flails about in 16
time.
21
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Two come from other sources, the D minor 4 being founded on Martin Shaw’s
hymn-tune ‘Little Cornard’, always used for C. E. Oakley’s evocative ‘Hills of the North,
Rejoice’ – at least, it is evocative when the original text is used rather than the modern
edited versions. The E flat minor 15 uses an Eastertide Lutheran chorale – no room for
pusillanimity in that tradition.
We wanted to record these pieces at Sloane Street on their original piano, but ambient
noise was a problem, even at night: London is still martyred by the internal combustion
engine, and the nearby restaurant kitchens in the square revel in spectacularly percussive
washing-up. The piano studio at Hurstwood Farm, Borough Green, Kent, stepped into
the breach: the staff there were most welcoming.
Making this album was a joy, in the sense of the sheer fun I had playing the pieces
on an instrument even larger than the 275: having written down whatever simply came
to mind, it felt like the freest and purest music-making. I yielded to the temptation,
as we recorded this album, quietly to slip in some even graver notes present on the
Bösendorfer 290 piano in one or two of the pieces – can you spot them? They are not
in the score.
I am still enormously grateful to Malcolm Creese and the committee of the Swaledale
Festival for having commissioned the set; and it duly received its first complete public
performance there on 31 May 2015.
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